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SUPERCOMPUTERS AND THE FUTURE OF
COMPUTATIONAL ATOMIC SCATTERING PHYSICS

Stephen M. Younger

X-Division, Los Alamos National Laborarcny, Los Alamos, NM 87S45 USA

The advent of the supwcomputer has operd new vistas for the computational ammic physicisl.
Roblems of hitieflo unparalleled complexity are now being examined using these new machines,
and important connections with other fields of physics are being established. This talk briefly
reviews some of the most impcutant trends in computational scattering physics and suggests some
exciting Fossibdities fOr the future.

Spectacular advances in computer
technology made over the past two
decades arc opening new vistas for
science in general, and scattering
physics in parliculnr, The formation of
supcrcomputcr centers around the world
has made these machines available to
many scientists, and has allowed workers
at widely dispersed locations to

collaborate on programs and
calculations based at a single remote
f2cilily, As the speed and memory of
computers continues to increasc$ a new
breed of physicisl is emerging, a hybrid
between the traditional analytic theorist
and I;’e cxpcrimentalist. Problems
which arc too complex for analytic

approaches, such as those involving
many coupled equations or a very Iargc
number of independent variables, can
now bc solved numerically. By varying

the parameters of the calculation, the
behavior of very complex systems can be
simulated star~ing from only
fundwncnta] assumptions, In sornc cases
this ncw type of physics is leading to a
rethinking of fundamental issues in the
underlying science Itself,

The following paragraphs will
briefly examine some of the advances in
supcrconlputcr technology which have
brought about this new thinking and
sornc of the scattering physics problems
that arc being ~ppronchcd by means of
lurgc SC81C calculations. 1 will also
prc~cnl SOI’tl C Coill}CCliolls” being forged

bctwccn alomic physics and olher arcus
such as clcrncr)tiity ptirlicle and solid
SIOIC physics,

The rapid advance of computer
capability is illustrated in Figure 1,
which shows [he log of the number of
numerical calculations that the machine
can perform per second plo[tcd agains[

the year in which ii bccamc available. 1
This curve demonstrates that compulcr
speed is increasing exponcn(ialiy itt a
rate of an order of magnitude every
decade In the early years these
imprcssiv.: increases were achicvcd by
more sophisticated central processor
designs and by reducing the signal
transit time bctwccn components by
means of mofe compact assembly.
Recently, advanced architectures such

as vector processing machines have
been dcvclopcd which can
simultaneously process whole arruys 0(
numbers, Another major dcvclopmcnt is
the construction of massively partillcl
machines, which contnin hundreds or

thousands of independent processors
connected by a common memory, Each
of the individual processors SOIVCS a
prcdctermincd smell part of IIIC ovcrtill
problcm, with some form of intcgrtition
of the results occurring Iatcr on, A
challcngc associated with
many-processor machines, however, is
the special programming which is
sometimes required to mukc full usc ol
the machines’ capabilities. Most Iurgc
physi(s computer codes fire writ[cn in
the Fortran Ianguugc, essct}tii~lly ii
single processor, SCqUCIlliill ltiflgU;i~C

lndccd, some thcorclicul methods IIscd III

computational scattering physics Were
dcvclt)pcd with this progrtinlnlltlg in
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Figure 1. Supcicompuler speed
measured in millions of floa[ing point
(numerical) operations per second,

mind. To make full usc of the
capabilities of massively parallel
processing machines ,nay require not
only a rewri[e of the codes, bul a
reconsideration of [he physics problcm
!hw is under study.

W’ha[ all of this means 10 the
titomlc physicis[ can bc illustrated by the
example of electronic struclurc
Calculations, In ]930 it took DougliIs
Harttcc many months o] laborious hand
calculations to cornputc [he electronic
s[ructurc of an atom such iIs rubidium.
By i960 such a calculation could bc
performed
compuler,
W8S rcqui
progritmm
[hat tlmc,
slruclurc

ovcmight on u digi[al
ul[hough considcrdblc cffor[

cd 10 maslcr the primilive
ng languages dvailitblc aI

By 1970 Hartrcc-Fock
:alculalions were rouline, tind

standard programs were available
Today, using R Cray computer or its
cquivllant, the atomic struc[urc of
rubidium can he ccmpulcd in ubouI (MC
Second.

It is importanl 10 nolc, however,
lhal even Ihcsc prodigious o,~vunccs in
L’OMpUlillloniil power urc Ihcmsclvcs

lll&l(JC({llill C for J brulc !’orcc irllirck on

uny but the slnlplls[ t)rot)lcms In ~IorrIIL

physics. The large number of
independent variables in a complex a[om
~ the usc of an approximation.

The challenge is to maximize the return
on a computational investmcn[ given lhc

technology available.
Increases in computer speed have

been matched by similar improvcmen[s
ic memory. Indeed, the “core” or direc[
access memory which can be rapidly
accessed by programs is expanding
seemingly without limit. Even smaller

machines often have huge “virtual”
memories made available by clever
programming and special machine
inswuclions. Problems that just a fcw
years ago required a large mainframe
computer can now be comfortably
handled by an advanced dcsk[op
mochine. Moreover, problems that
cxceedcd the thcor~sls’ most diligent
economi~s can now fit on the ncwcs[
generation of supcrcomputcrs, opening
new avenues of research.

The range of topics which full
under [he heading “atomic scattering
physics” is very broad. High energy
heavy ion accelerators can produce cIOSC
collisions between high-Z nuclei in
which super-critical fields tire rcuchcd,

At [hc opposite extreme. slow collisions
with surjaccs arc of inlcrcsl bolh tis

probes of the complex surl’acc Iuycr und
as practical means of “utomic
cnginccrlng” in microclcclronic
fabrication, The [elks which comprlsc
this symposium look ut a vancty of IopIcS
in scattering physics, each of whrch
Cxplolts supcrcomputcr technology” I“or
Ihc solutions of hitherto
unapproachable problems,

13ectron-alom collisions fire
among [he more simpic collision”
proccsscs to dcscribc lheorctically, In

II?tit the ~tOmic nucleus provides o

ccntcr of symmclry Nevertheless. the
compicxi[y o; atomic slructurc ctin rnakc
an accurate calculation very (flfl’rcul[,
In the rcla[ivcly straight f’otw;lrd
distorted wave approximti[lon rhc ItIrgu I

wilvcl’unc (ion is frotcn and the

C(ltlt\!l UUItl Wi\VC is C(}!llpU(Cd 11) illl

Upprwlmutc scotterln~ pOtcnll;~l ‘1’11(’



approximate scattering potential. The
interaction between the scattering
electron and the target can then be
computed via perturbation theory to
yield a cross section. The distorted wave
approximation breaks down when there
is significant interaction between the
continuum electron and the target.

In more sophisticated
approximations, the interaction of the
scattering electron and the target atom
is described by a compound state
represented in terms of an expansion
over single atom states plus some type of
distorted continuum wave, Two major
computational methods have been
devetopcd to treat eleclron scattering
from complex atoms: the close coupling
approximation and the R-matrix method.
In the close coupling approximation a
sel of coupled equations for low lying
states of the atom + continuum complex
are solved to model the total
wave function, Because the
computational labor increases rapidly
with the number of states, considerable

care is used in defining the basis states
so as to reproduce accurate optical
oscillator strengths, energies, etc. In
expansion methods problems in
convergence can occur which
effectively limit the nurnbcr of basis
states, making the final answer
somewhal dependent on ~he cleverness
with which the basis is chc)scn.
Calculations with 9-15 sta[es are now
commonplace, although rigorous proof
of the convergence of the expunsion
remains an open question, In
particular. the difficultly of treating
continuum components continues 10 bc a
problem,

The R-matrix methud is based on a
diaponalization CJf the Iargct}scatlcring
electron Hami!(onian in a basis set
defined within some finite vol IImc
surrounding the atom, The boundary of
this volume is chosen such that the
elect ron-alom internc[ion has rcachcd
its asymptotic form, so tha: the sotulion

ifi the exterior region is know[)
analytically, The diagonirlit,aliou
process produces a coupled
wave furrc!iorr which can then bc used ir)

scattering cross section calculations. As
with any f~nite basis expansion, the
accuracy of the R-rna[rix methofl
depends on the completeness of the basis
set.

Both the ciose coupling
approximation and the R-matrix
approximation have been applied to
problems in electron excitation and
photoionization, but run into difficulties
when applied to electron ionization or
other processes containing two or more
continuum electrons in the final state.
The interaction of multiple continuum
electrons represents higher order terms
in a Born-type exPansion. Here the
prcblem is more than obtaining
computational resources sufficient to
handle the complexity of interac~ing
long range orkitals. Rather tht=rc is Ihc
lack of a fundamental theory to guide

the calculati~rrs. More information on
the close coupling and R-ma[rix methods
can be found in invited lectures included
in this volume,

The collision of two atoms or ions
introduces an additional level of
complexity owing to the loss of a single
center of syrnr~ctry. At low sca!tcring
energies the trajectories of the aIorns
can be significantly perturbed by
electronic interactions, requiring a
self-consistent trealmcnt of ion nnd
clcclronic molion, ,\t higher cncrgics
onc may employ an approximate form of
the interatomic interaction to dc[crminc
the trajector~cs and concentrate on
electronic transitions such as cxci[ation,
ionization, or charge transfer. To
describe such processes one can employ
much of the language and methodology
of quantum chemistry 10 dcscribc Icvcl
crossings and other resonant
phenomena importan! for the
determination of cross sections. A finite
basis expansion of the total wave -
function based on nucleus-centered
states is usually performed, somclimcs
with the addition of uuxilinry ful)~tiot}:i
Iocatcd between Ihc nuclei or at o[hcr

strategic locations AS with any F)iisis

expansion mc[trod, Ihc two-electron
Coulomb opcralor wilt) its four orbilul
components causes Ihc size of lhc



basis set size. For any bu~ the simplesl
~loms one can rapidly fill a
supercomputer memory. Kulander e(

al. z among others has developed a lime
dependent Hartree-Fock approximation
for ~tte description of atomic and
molecular scattering.

With the completion of the heavy
ion accelerator at GSI Darmstat atomic
physicists have the opportunity to
observe very close collisions of heavy
nuclei containing no or only a few
electrons. Clearly anv “atomic” states
which might exist during such collisions
will be strongly influenced by the
changing nuclear configuration as well
as by large relativistic and QED effects.
During close collisions “quasi-
molecular” sta[es can occur in which
bound electrons are shared among the
nearby nuclei, During [he collision of
two heavy nuclei it is possible for the
local electrostatic field to exceed [he
critical value. i.e., that which would

correspond to a nucleus with 2=13?. In
the supercri[ical iicld regime, pair
production is possible, and has been
observed. At the present time there is
still debate concerning [he physical
mechanism fo. this pair production,
since i[ is sometimes observed to occur

~f[cr the rr~clci have moved sufficiently
apart IO drop ihe local clcctroslatic field
below the crilical level, Modeling such
phenomcno requires J robust
mclhodoiogy which is capable of
(lcscrlbing the three Dimensional motion
of [he nuclear configurations as a

funclion of Iimc, Bouchcr et al.3 have
applied basis spline Techniques to such
problems with exci:ing results, In these
calculations space is divided into iI large
number of discrc[e volume elements, the
physics in which is determined by [he
usual equations of QED. A variety of
mc[hod:; can be used 10 propaga!c

solu[ions in time so that overnll rate
cocfficicrlts can be determined,

Atomic collisions with surfaces is
a subjcc I of considerable pr~ptictil
importance for the semiconductor
indus[ry, In the drive for ever more

sophls[lctitcd microclcctrcmics “Jlnmic

engineering” is being performed
wherein rnonoatomic layers are

dcposi~ed on surfaces to perfo~m special
functions. With the advent of advanced
electron microscopes, we can map the
surfaces of materials down to the level of
individual atoms, groviding fascinating
images of the subject under study. As
one might expect, the theoretical
treatment of atom-surface interactions is
exceptionally complex, owing both to the
discontinuous nature of the surface
itself and the complex interactions
possible between the surface and a

scattering atom. Garcia et al,4 have
developed a method which they have
applied to atomic scattering from hard
surfaces and from “jellium. ” They are
able 10 drscribc the time-dependent
distortion of the atomic wave function JS
It interacts with the surface and is
repelled. Figure 2 shows the result of
one of their calculations of a hydrogen
atom being reflected from a hard
barrier,

-91J!)IJ
II 11(4/1/
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Figure 2, Dcnsi[y contours of Ihc
electronic wave function of a hydrogen
atom scattering off of a hard htirtucr,
The initiol energy of Ihc aIom M;IS

25 eV,(Re!, 4,)



With more compuler power it is
possible 10 construct a computational
model consisting of several atomic layers

with some type of realistic boundary

condition to model the deeper material.
The incident atom can then be projected
against the surface at different angles
and impact parameters to generate
probabilities for sticking, reflection, and
transmission into the solid.

A fascinating practical problenl
which borrows heavily from quantum
chemistry is that of scattering in a dense
liquid or solid. Here the complication of
many simultaneous interactions is
present. In a liquid, there is the
additional complexity of a disordered
asymptotic boundary. Recent

calculations performed wi[h an
approximate time-dependent
Hartree-Fock code have demonstrated
that many-atom interactions in liquids
softsn the interatomic interaction
compared to what one would obsewe in
binary collisions. The origin of this

softening is the self-consistent
redistribution of the electronic charge
density during close collisions,
Although such calculations which treat
30 or more atoms can take many
thousands of minutes even on a
supercomputer, they demonstrate that
new phenomena await [he computational
theorisl, and that with advances in
computer hardware, problems of great
complexity can be handled in a more less

direct fashion,5
Midway between few-atom

collisions and liquids lies the domain of
clusters, Clus[er physics has undergone
a tremendous boom in rece}~t years as
new experimental techniques have been

developed both to produce and examine
the properties of clusters with w:II
characterized numbers of atoms, On the

theoretical side, Car and Parrinello6
have developed an cfficien!
computational theory for clusters based
orI the local density approximation The
electronic wave function is expanded
over a plane wave basis set and the time
dcpcndcn[ ~chrodingcr equation is
solved for [he motion of the nuclei, By

imparting a velocity distribution to the
nuclei they were able to study structural
transitions in small clusters as a
function of temperature. A particularly
interesting finding was that at high
temperatures the density of states
increases dramatically, i.e. there are a
very large number of nearly degenerate
bound configurations. Hence rather
than “melting” of the sample into a true
disordered liquid state, they identified
transitions into a large but countable
number of discrete bound
configurations.

Increasing the temperature to
where a plasma forms brings another
class of problems. In contras’ to the low
tcmpcraturc case, where only :,he
ground stale or some set of I(;w lying
states is populated, in a plasma the
electronic population may be spread
over many hundreds or thousands of
energy Ieve!s. The level populations arc
controlled by a complex series of
excitation, ionization, and recombination
processes which invol~e ions, electrons,
and photons To model an atom embedded
in a plasma it is necessary to have
detailed rate coefficients for all of these
processes for all of the ionization stages
expected to be import an: for the kinc[ics,
This information is fed into a rate
equation solver which yields the
populations of individual Ieveis. Such ti

procedure is challenging even for
simp!e a[oms. For complex atoms, such as
rare earths, it becomes impractical
owing to the many thousands of Icvcls
involved, Here one may employ a
statist ic:il approximation which deals
with entire arrays of transitions rather
than the individual lines themselves.

Klapisch et a17 have developed such an
unresolved transition array (UTA)

approximation which has been
successfully applied to a wide class of
problems in Iascr interactions and
plasma physics,

The immense complexity of rare
earth and other heavy element Spcctr;l

and the need to develop useful

approximations is onc indicalor Ihti[
incretiscd compulationul power alone is



increased compu:a:ional power alone is
not the answer to every atomic physics
problem. Equally important IS the
development of realistic theoretical
structures which efficiently treat the
dominant interactions in a way that will
allow solutions to be obtained in a
reasonable amount of time. As we
approach even more complicated
problems, such as the simulation of
macromolecular interactions, we will be
forced either to break the calculation
into manageable parts or to usc one or
more simplifying assumptions in the
calculation. Thus, far from reducing
physics to mere computation, the
development of computational atomic
physics will require a new level of
creativity to model a wide range of
phenomena in pure and applied
research. Theoretical approximations
and numerical algorithms developed for
past generations of single processor
computers may not be the most suitable
ones for the next generations of multi-
processor machines. For example,
rather than fretting over the
completeness of highly optimized basis
sets used in expansion methods, it may be
easier to use a many-body perturbation
theory approach which computes a very
large number of correlation diagrams
automatically given a reasonably
realistic starting Hamilton ian.

As atomic physicists begin to
harness the power of supercomputcrs
for their own interests, they are also
noting the similarities be[ween [heir
problems and those from a wide variety
of other scientific disciplines. The
connection between atomic and
molecular scattering and quantum
chemistry is an old exarnplc. More
recently, however, recognition has been
increasing that the methods developed
for dense plasma interactions also have
application to the quark gluon plasma
expec[cd to be formed in ultra relativistic
nuclear collisions. Similarly, workers
who arc approaching the liquid slate
from a tradi[iontil atomic-molecular
Icvcl are deriving guidance from the
statistical mechanics communi[y, In th~
study of electronic phenomena

occurring during the collision of heavy
nuclei one must explicitly consider the
time dependent development of nucle~r
shapes during the collision.

The recognition that numerical
recipes and algorithms can be applied to
a wide variety of problems in seemingly
disparate fields of physics, chemistry,
and material science is opening new
vistas to the computational physicist. In
effect, the computer is becoming a
theoretical laboratory where numerical
experiments can be conducted over a
wide range of physical parameters.
Exciting similarities between
phenomena at the eV and GeV range arc
being uncovered, revealirg common
mechanisms operating over
unprecedented ranges of time, space,
and energy.
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